Schu. Shu represents the life-principle. He is one of the gods of the ennead (*Neunheit) of *Heliopolis. Apart from the data that are clearly influenced by the Heliopolitan theology i.e. *Pyramid-texts and Coffin-texts (*Sargtexte), Shu is not mentioned before and during the OK, and hardly even before the NK.  

Because life was one of the main themes of Egyptian theology of the NK and later, Shu became then more and more prominent and was connected with locally venerated gods (*Onuris, *Chons, *Horus, *Sopdu) and local cults. Shu and his sister and spouse *Tefnut are the twin-children of *Atum and constitute the first divine pair differentiated in male and female. As the first exclusive male god and oldest son Shu may be given aggressive and bellicose traits just like Onuris and be connected with the pharaoh. The mythological phenomenon of the originating of Shu and Tefnut is crucial for the understanding of the place of Shu in Egyptian theology and religion. Already in the Pyramid-texts diverse details and variants are given. The variant with sexual details is not necessarily very primitive or coarsely sensual, but gives an answer to the problem how two children could come forth from Atum. What is sometimes referred to as onanism of Atum indicates the self-impregnation of the yet undifferentiated bisexual creator-god in the mouth. The vital seed from the phallus of Atum does not remain enclosed in his mouth but is spat out or snuffed forth. The important point is that to spit and to snuff are signs of life. The famous Shu-texts in the Coffin-texts have made this meaning later explicit in Atum’s words about Shu as the life-principle: “It is my son, Life, that lifts up my heart; he causes my heart to live.” Atum’s becoming conscious or coming to life causes him to open his eyes i.e. to shine as sun and moon. His eye is sent forth to seek for Shu and Tefnut i.e. the beginning of purposeful and conscious creative action and the appearance of light. Thus the originating of Shu means the originating of life which manifests itself in wind or air, light and water. As god of life Shu has the power of “opening the portails of the womb”. Yet Shu is not merely assistant at the birth, he is also creator of life. “He brings to life who is in the egg.” At the birth of the sun in the end of Amduat Shu is called who separates the sky from the earth in the primval darkness and whose arms are those that seal the Dat (anew). The powerful arms of Shu, which as is known from many texts and representations, usually support the goddess *Nut or the sky, are sunrays of the god who reveals himself in light. But this god standing between heaven and earth can also be said to be a column of air. The word ššu determined with the hieroglyph sun or ray-emitting sun that is found since the MK is best translated as “light” and not so much as “sun” as usually was done in older translations. There is no convincing reason to distinguish between an older air-god and a younger sun-god Shu. The capacity of hearing sound and language and even attentiveness are other signs of life that are connected with Shu. A later development of the origin Heliopolitan myth, since the NK and elaborated in Graeco-Roman times, is that Shu brings Tefnut the first female being i.e. the sun-eye (*Sonnenauge, *Arensnuheph, Onuris) back to Egypt.  

Although the etymological explanation of divine names can rarely be proved, but usually only rendered probable, the explanation of the name of Shu given by Derchain as “who rises up” seems more acceptable than earlier explanations given as “emptiness” or “dryness”. Shu is indeed the god who rises up because he is the god who began life and who maintains it by supporting the heaven.